Logic Plus Hand Held Programmer

FEATURES

• Portable hand held programmer for programming Logic Plus Receiver identification number.
• Operates on 9 Volt battery or wall plug in transformer.
• Part number LP-HHRP, for use with Logic Plus Controllers/Universal 2 Plus Receivers model LP-RP only.

DIMENSIONS

Overall Length : 6.50"
Overall Width : 1.55"
Overall Height : 2.35"

LP-HHRP
Hand-held battery operated programming device for LogicPlus receivers

LP-RP
Programmable Receiver for LogicPlus and Universal 2

DBC-BR
Logic receiver waterproof brass splice kit with direct bury gel filled housing for receiver to Two-wire path connection.

ORDER SPECIFICATION GUIDE : Model

Model
LP-HHRP = Hand-held battery operated device for programming LogicPlus receivers in the field.
LP-RP-ID = Extra programmable receiver identification kit
DBC-R/Y = Water proof, direct bury, gel filled splice housings
DBC-BR = Waterproof Logic receiver brass splice kit with direct bury gel filled housing for receiver to two-wire path connection.
DBC-SPL = Direct bury splice kit
LP-RPC = Replacement programming cables